2-WIRE TO 3-WIRE SOLID-STATE TAIL LIGHT ADAPTER

CONVERTS STANDARD MOTORHOME OR CAMPER TAILLIGHT WIRING TO FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC VEHICLES WITH SEPARATE TURN AND STOP LIGHTS

The 118158 is a heavy duty relay unit which may be mounted at the REAR of a TOWED vehicle.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove the protective cover from adhesive on the bottom of the 118158
2. Position the 118158 at the rear of the TOWED vehicle.
3. Connect the YELLOW LEAD (input) to towing vehicle LEFT turn/brake light.
4. Connect the GREEN LEAD (input) to towing vehicle RIGHT turn/brake light.
5. Connect the YELLOW LEAD (output) to the TOWED vehicle LEFT turn light (rear)
6. Connect the GREEN LEAD (output) to the TOWED vehicle RIGHT turn light (rear)
7. Connect the RED LEAD (output brake) to TOWED vehicle brake light (or to switch)
8. Connect WHITE LEAD (Ground) to the Chassis Ground.
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